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INTRODUCTION

Motionsof telescopes,satellites,andother flight bodieshavebeencontrolledby various
meansin thepast. Forexample,gimbalmounteddevicescanuseelectricmotorsto produce
pointing andscanningmotions.Reactionwheels,controlmomentgyros,andpropellant-charged
reactionjets areothertechnologiesthathavealsobeenused.Eachof thesemethodshasits
advantages,but all actuatorsystemsusedin aflight environmentfacethechallengesof
minimizing weight,reducingenergyconsumption,andmaximizingreliability. Recently,Polites
invented[1] andpatented[2] theRotatingUnbalancedMass(RUM) deviceasameansfor
generationscanningmotionon flight experiments.RUM deviceshavebeensuccessfullyusedto
generatevariousscanningmotions[3]. The basicprinciple: a RUM rotatingatconstantangular
velocity exertsacyclic centrifugalforceon theinstrumentor main body,thusproducinga
periodicscanningmotion. A systemof RUM devicesexertsno reactionforcesonthemain
body,requiresvery little energy,andisvery simpleto constructandcontrol. Theseare
significantadvantagesoverelectricmotors,reactionwheels,andcontrolmomentgyroscopes.

Although theRUM deviceveryeasilyproducesscanningmotion,anauxiliarycontrolsystem
maybe requiredto maintaintheproperorientation,or pointing of themainbody. It hasbeen
suggestedthat RUM devicescanbeusedto control pointingdynamics,aswell asgeneratethe
desiredperiodicscanningmotion. Theideais that theRUM velocity will notbeconstant,but
will varyover theperiodof oneRUM rotation. Thethoughtis that thechangingangularvelocity
producesacentrifugalforcehavingtime-varyingmagnitudeanddirection.Thescopeof the
presentresearchprojectis to furtherstudythepointing controlconcept,andto implementa
microcontrollerprogramto controlanexperimentalhardwaresystem.

This reportis subdividedinto threethemes.The basicdynamicmodelingandcontrol
principlesaredescribedfirst. Then,thecontroller implementationandpreliminarytestresults
arediscussed.Finally,suggestionsfor futurework arepresented.

DESCRIPTION OFTHE DYNAMIC MODEL AND CONTROL

A sketchof a RUM systemis shownin Figure 1. Two RUM devicesaremountedon the
mainbody soasto produceacircularscanwith respectto the line-of-sight(LOS)vector. The
RUMs rotatein thesamedirection,butaresynchronizedandpositioned180° apartto eliminate
reactionforcesat thecenterof mass.(In azero-gravityenvironment,asingleRUM is adequate.)

Line-o_S_...l¢

centerof m_s__

m_.. / ",,f Main body

Q._ .,_'_/,,_(or payload)

rotation v N_

Figure 1. Sketch of a body using 2 RUMs to generate scanning.

A basic model describing the main body and RUM device dynamics is summarized below.
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Nomenclature

m

r

d
I

0e

Ox

OR

RUM mass
RUM radius of rotation

distance between RUM and payload center of mass, measured along the LOS.

main body inertia

main body elevation _mgle

main body cross-elevation angle

RUM angular position

The local coordinate system is shown in Figure 2. The axis _ is aligned with the main body

line-of-sight (LOS). Axis /32 is associated with the main body elevation angle 0 E , while the

main body cross-elevation angle 0 x is associated with axis 153. All three axes pass through the

main body center of mass. The RUM device rotates at constant speed.

i6]  os)

P2_ 1180 I

Figure 2. Coordinate system

Plant Dynamics

Position of the RUM device relative to the _ axis is described by the vector:

/5(t) = rcos[OR(t)]ff_2 + rsin[OR(t)]/33 (1)

Differentiating (1) twice yields the RUM mass acceleration vector. Centrifugal force is in the
direction opposite the acceleration vector, and its magnitude is proportional to the RUM mass.
Centrifugal force exerts a torque about the main body center of mass by acting through a moment
arm of length d. In the system of Figure 1, the two RUM devices are controlled to rotate in
synchronized fashion, but always pointing 180 ° opposite each other. Therefore, the total torque
exerted about the main body center of mass is doubled. Angular acceleration of the main body is

proportional to the torque, and can be expressed in elevation and cross-elevation components [1]:

2dmr
0 E = --_sin(OR)cOR z

Ie

Ox _ 2dmr COS(0R)CORZ
IX

(2)
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Examinationof thestate-variablemodelyields a few interestingobservations.

1. Theelevationandcross-elevationangledynamicsarefunctionsof theRUM positionx3, and

RUM angular velocity C0R.

2. For each main body axis, the sine and cosine of RUM position can be considered as periodic
weights on the "control input," namely the RUM angular velocity squared. The influence of the
"input" on a particular axis dynamics varies with respect to RUM position.

Pointing Control Using RUM Rate Variation

Note that the RUM angular velocity enters the main body axes dynamics in a squared function,
so negative RUM angular velocities have identical effect as positive ones. Therefore, the
acceleration and deceleration of the payload axes is only possible as the sine and cosine of RUM
position lend changes in algebraic sign. Fortunately, such conditions occur periodically, since
the RUM is turning at a nominal "constant" speed. Hence, as the RUM turns, alternating
opportunities exist for each payload axis to be "steered." Polites originally proposed to use a

control signal that introduces periodic variations in the RUM rate o_R. The logic of such an

approach can also be analytically confirmed by applying the nonlinear control design technique
known as input-output linearization. The interested reader is directed to the references [4] - [6].
However, a simpler heuristic explanation is offered here. The control input is defined as:

coR = taro + A(.Ox COS OR- A¢.o_sin OR (3)

where

(J) ro :

Ao) x :

Aco e :

a constant (nominal RUM rate of rotation)

a rate variation to compensate for cross - elevation gimbal error

a rate variation to compensate for elevation gimbal error

The RUM rate variations Ao)x and Awe are small relative to the nominal RUM rate C0ro. Notice

that the rate variations are periodic and "synchronized" to the RUM position through the sin(x3)
and cos(x3) factors. Consider the model (2), and substitute the control (3) in the elevation axis

dynamics. Then, the elevation axis acceleration is given by:

Oe = _ 2dmr sin G (COco+ Ac_ox cos OR - AcoE sin OR)z
IE

(4)

Expand the right-hand side, but retain only the low-order terms:

2dmr i 2 "
OE = -- [W_o slnOR + COroACOxCOSORsinOR-(.O,oaCoEsin2 Oe)

Ie
(5)

Eq. (5) states that the elevation axis acceleration is influenced by three terms. Since the RUM
rate variations are small, the expression can be further simplified. The second term can be
omitted, since it is a higher-order "cross" term. A trigonometric identity can be applied to the
third term to expose a low-order component. As a result, the elevation axis acceleration is
approximately:
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IE \COro" sin OR - ACOE (6)

Approximation (6) states that elevation axis acceleration has a sinusoidal component, as well as a

term linear with respect to Ao)e. The sinusoidal component causes the periodic "scanning"
motion of the main body, while the linear term affects the "pointing," or line-of-sight motion.

The beauty of this approach is that the scanning dynamics are governed by the first term in (6),

while the pointing is affected by the second term. Polites proposed that the variation AcoE be

determined by a proportional + rate feedback controller based on an average elevation axis error.
The line of reasoning for expressions (4)-(6) can be applied to the cross-elevation axis dynamics.
In summary, the control of payload pointing can be achieved by introducing periodic RUM rate

variations AOgx and Awe for the cross-elevation and elevation axis errors, respectively.

CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION

Experimental tests of the pointing control scheme have been developed in this research
project. The NASA-developed experiment consists of a gimbal mounted payload with several
RUM devices. The control electronics remain unchanged, but the Motorola 80196 controller
code is modified to achieve pointing using only RUM devices, without intervention from

auxiliary motors acting on the main body. The control input described described in (3) is
implemented as a new floating-point subroutine (named MOD_RUM_COM). RUM rate

variations Ao)x and ACOEare generated by modified gimbal control subroutines. To improve the

overall system performance, several measures have been designed and implemented to increase

the sampling frequency. These include:

a) Implementing the gimbal control subroutine using integer arithmetic. In addition, the
sampling frequency and controller gains are chosen to be powers of two, so that multiplication
and division involving these numbers can be achieved very quickly using binary data shifts.

b) Sine and cosine functions are implemented using a table look-up scheme with linear
interpolation. This method is approximately 10X faster than using the polynomial approximation
implemented with floating-point. Yet the results are correct to 5-6 decimal places, compared to 4
decimal places using the polynomial approximation.

The new controller code computation time is around 2.5 msec, which is easily fast enough to

achieve a sampling frequency of 256 Hz.

Preliminary tests of the system show that pointing control using RUMs is possible, but that
further work is needed. If no RUM speed variations are used, the line-of-sight axis will drift
away with the slightest disturbance. In contrast, small disturbances can be accommodated when
the RUM speed variations are enabled, though the steady-state error is somewhat excessive. A
record of experimental results needs to be collected in the near future for more detailed analysis.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Improvements in pointing control performance may be possible through several approaches.
Two suggestion are described here:

1) Improved modeling and analysi,i - Observation of the experiment motion verifies that the
centrifugal forces generated by I_UMs are the dominant effects when RUM angular velocity is
constant. But if the RUM angular velocity is not constant, then it appears that the main body
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alsoreactsto theRUM motortorquesastheRU/vI acceleratesanddeceleratesduringeach
rotation. More detailedanalysisof theRUM systemsuggeststhata morecompletemodelof the
main bodyangularaccelerationsisof theform:

Oe _ 2dmr (_sin(0R)COR 2 +COS(0R)0R )
IE

Ox _ 2dmr (COS(0R)COR2 +sin(0R)0R )
Ix

(7)

In other words, the accelerations of the main body about the center of mass are functions of
RUM angular velocity (squared) AND the RUM acceleration. Compare the acceleration models
(2) and (7). Another observation is that these models are derived under the conditions that the

elevation and cross-elevation angles are small. Experiments suggest consideration for large
variations in these main body axes. It is recommended that a more complete model be examined
or derived, perhaps using techniques from robot dynamic modeling [7].

2) Improved control design - Experimental results show that the stability margin of the RUM
system is not very large. The gimbal controller subroutine that generates the RUM rate

variations Ac_oxand AWE implements a PD-type controller. Steady-state performance should be

improved with the addition of integral compensation, but simulation results have not been
encouraging (small stability margin). Controller improvements based on nonlinear control
theory might be examined. In addition, the synchronization of the control to the RUM motion
should be studied for possible improvements.
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